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BULLIONS

In the month of Oct, yellow metal witnessed sideways 

movement as fear of interest rate cut by fed assisted the 

prices while rising greenback and possibility of some 

resolution of US China trade war and uncertainty 

regarding Brexit kept investors edgy. European Union 

leaders unanimously backed a new Brexit deal with 

Britain leaving Prime Minister Boris Johnson facing a 

battle to secure the UK parliament’s backing for the 

agreement. But downside was limited amid Middle East 

tensions and economic slowdown concerns in US as 

indicated by weak retail sales data and industrial output 

report which fanned fears about the health of the 

world’s biggest economy. Meanwhile China hoped to 

reach a phased agreement with the United States over 

trade as early as possible, and make progress on 

cancelling tariffs on each others’ goods. Britain will 

hold its first December election in almost a century after 

Prime Minister Boris Johnson won approval from 

parliament last month for an early ballot aimed at 

breaking the Brexit deadlock. SPDR Gold Trust GLD, 

the world’s largest gold-backed exchange-traded fund, 

holdings stood at 917.31 tonnes. Investors continue to 

add to exchange-traded funds backed by the metal, with 

holdings closing in on record levels previously seen in 

2012. Overall gold traded in range of 36771-38618 in 

MCX and $1465-1525.80 in COMEX. Silver traded in 

range of $16.98-19.75 in COMEX and 43969-47250 in 

MCX. Gold imports by India plunged in September to 

the lowest monthly inflow in at least three years.

Overview

Outlook

Bullion counter may continue to trade on sideways to 

upside path as uncertainty regarding Brexit and US 

China trade war is assisting safe haven demand .U.S. 

Federal Reserve cut interest rates as expected even as 

the central bank dropped a previous reference in its 

statement that signalled future rate cuts. The U.S. 

central bank cut interest rates for the third time this 

year to help sustain U.S. growth despite a slowdown in B
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Outcome of Fed Oct meeting

Bullion counter can show range bound 

movement in the month of November also. Gold 

can take support near 37000 while taking 

resistance near 39500. Silver can take support 

near 44500 while taking resistance near 48000. 

While in COMEX Gold can take support near 

$1430 while taking resistance near $1540. Comex 

Silver can take support $16.55 and resistance 

near $19.50.

The Federal Reserve on 30th Oct cut interest rates for the 

third time this year in a move to ensure the US economy 

weathers a global trade war without slipping into a 

recession, but signaled its rate-cut cycle might be at a 

pause. In lowering its policy rate by a quarter of a 

percentage point to a target range of between 1.50% and 

1.75%, the U.S. central bank dropped a previous reference 

in its policy statement that it "will act as appropriate" to 

sustain the economic expansion - language that was 

considered a sign for future rate cuts. 

Key News

other parts of the world, but signalled there would be no 

further reductions unless the economy takes a turn for 

the worse. Fed Chair Jerome Powell said in a news 

conference that the U.S. economy was doing well and 

likely to continue to do so under the current stance of 

monetary policy. New orders for key U.S.-made capital 

goods fell more than expected in September and 

shipments also declined a sign that business investment 

remains soft amid the fallout from the U.S.-China trade 

war. Meanwhile ECB held rates unchanged and 

continued its bond purchase program of €20billion per 

month. China’s net gold imports via Hong Kong fell 9% in 

September from the previous month mainly due to softer 

demand and possible measures by Beijing to prop up the 

yuan. Meanwhile gold can trade in range of Rs 37000-

39500 in MCX. Silver can trade in range of 44500-48000 

in MCX. Gold Silver ratio can move in range of 88 to 83. 

Elsewhere, gold consumption in China, the world’s top 

producer and consumer of the precious metal, fell 9.58% 

year-on-year to 768.31 tonnes in the first nine months of 

2019.

November 2019
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Brexit concerns

British parliamentarians approved Prime Minister 

Boris Johnson’s plan to hold a snap general election on 

December 12 in a bid to break the Brexit impasse. This 

will be Britain’s third election in four years as well as the 

first December poll since 1923. Though the elections are 

considered a gamble for Johnson, he had no other 

option as his Brexit terms were rejected by MPs. Since 

no party has a majority in the UK Parliament, MPs have 

not been able to finalise the terms for Brexit. The 

European Council agreed to extend the exit of the UK 

from the bloc till January 31.

Gold-backed ETFs holdings hit record 

highs

In September global gold-backed ETFs and similar 

products had US$4.1bn of net inflows across all 

regions, increasing their collective gold holdings by 

78.6t to 2,855 tonnes(t), the highest levels of all time. 

Holdings surpassed late 2012 levels, at which time the 

gold price was near US$1,700/oz, 18% higher than 

current levels.

The International Monetary Fund downgraded its 

economic forecast for Asia, predicting that the region 

will grow 0.4 per cent slower than previously 

anticipated. The trade war with China has been a two-

step forward, three-step back affair. Recently US 

president stated that his negotiators are moving ahead 

on a so-called Phase One trade agreement. Trump has 

said publicly that China could buy as much as $50 

billion of U.S. farm products, more than double the 

annual amount it did the year before the trade war 

started.

Gold demand was 1,123 tonnes (t) in Q2, up 8% y-o-y. 

H1 demand jumped to a three-year high of 2,181.7t, 

World gold council estimates

US China trade war and impact on global 

growth

largely due to record-breaking central bank purchases. 

Central bank buying and healthy ETF inflows were the 

driving forces behind gold demand throughout the first 

half of 2019. Growth in H1 jewellery demand was largely 

the product of a more positive environment for Indian 

consumers. Shifts in bar and coin investment were very 

much price-related: as the gold price powered its way to 

multi-year highs, profit-taking kicked in and retail 

investment all but dried up. The technology sector 

reduced its usage of gold due to challenging global 

conditions, although the outlook is for this element of 

demand to establish something of a floor over coming 

quarters. Solid growth in both mine production and 

recycling fed into a 2% increase in total H1 gold supply.

China’s jewellery market saw a third consecutive quarter 

of y-o-y decline. Jewellery demand in Q2 dropped 4% y-

o-y to 137.8t. When combined with the relatively soft Q1 

number, this resulted in a 3% decline in H1 demand to 

321.4tonnes.

Modest growth in Q2 jewellery demand, up 2% to 

531.7tonnes Gold jewellery consumption in Q2 2019 of 

531.7t was 2% higher than Q2 2018. Total H1 demand of 

1,061.9t was up 1% on last year’s 1,048.2t. Much of this 

growth came from India, where the jewellery market 

improved from the low base of 2018. There were a few 

areas of modest improvement, including the US and a 

handful of Middle Eastern countries, but the June price 

rally curtailed jewellery demand across many markets.
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Middle Eastern demand grew fractionally: several 

markets across the region improved, led by an 8% 

recovery in Egypt. Jewellery demand in Egypt 

registered its sixth consecutive quarter of y-o-y growth 

amid continued improvement in the domestic 

economic environment. H1 demand totalled 12.5t – a 

level last seen in 2016.

Gold-backed ETFs holdings hit record 

highs

In September global gold-backed ETFs and similar 

products had US$4.1bn of net inflows across all 

regions, increasing their collective gold holdings by 

78.6t to 2,855 tonnes(t), the highest levels of all time. 

Holdings surpassed late 2012 levels, at which time the 

gold price was near US$1,700/oz, 18% higher than 

current levels. Notably, the gold-backed ETF landscape 

is vastly different than in 2012 when two-thirds of 

global holdings were concentrated in North America.

In China, Q2 bar and coin demand fell to 49.5t, its 

lowest level since Q3 2016, as investor worries faded 

and the gold price rallied.

Analysis: SPDR Gold Shares is one of the top ten largest 

holders of gold in the world. GLD is the largest ETF to 

invest directly in physical gold and has an extremely close 

relationship with spot prices at LBMA .SPDR Gold share 

ETF can move towards $200-224 in near term.

SPDR Gold trust ETF (SPDR Gold shares)

Gold Silver ratio

Analysis: Gold silver ratio narrowed from 87 to below 

84 recently as silver rose at faster pace than gold. This 

ratio can further move in range of 83-90 in the month of 

November 2019.

Source: Reuters and SMC research

Source: Reuters and SMC research
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